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Tempo: 70
Be Like You 
Frontline Collective 

[Intro; Piano/Pad] 
| D | A | Bm | G |  

[Verse 1; piano/pad] 
D             A 
     In the silence in the noise  
Bm          G 
     Give me ears Lord to hear Your voice   

[Verse 2; piano/pad] 
D                   A 
     Leaving darkness leaving sin 
Bm          G 
     And all my brokenness within  

[Pre-Chorus; piano/pad] 
Bm              G          
     Calling me to something greater  
A               G 
     I turn to follow someone greater  

[Chorus 1; bass in] 
D           A 
God we want to be like You  
    Bm       G 
Change the old for new, be our sole pursuit  
D    A 
God we want to know Your heart  
             [measure of 6/4] 
    Bm          G 
Show us who you are, we want to be like You 

[Verse 3; tom stuff, rim clicks] 
D       A 
     All the riches of the earth  
Bm            G 
     Compared to You they have no worth  

[Verse 4; more energy] 
D     A 
     Take my life, take all of me  
Bm             G 
     I lay myself down at Your feet  

[Pre-Chorus; building] 
Bm          G     
      Surrendering to You, my Savior  
A     G 
      I surrender all to You, my Savior 

[Chorus 2; all in, introduce snare] 
D           A 
God we want to be like You  
    Bm       G 
Change the old for new, be our sole pursuit  
D    A 
God we want to know Your heart  
    Bm          G 
Show us who You are, we want to be like You 

[Instrumental; just piano] 
| Bm | Em/G | D/A | A . F#m | 

[Bridge; piano, bass, electric swells] 
Bm 
     You have heard our call 
Em/G 
     You have made us whole 
D 
     You have healed our souls 
A 
You have called us 
Bm 
     We have been renewed  
Em/G 
     By our hope in You 
D 
     By Your precious blood 
A 
You transform us 

[Bridge; building, drums in, bass in] 
Bm 
     You have heard our call 
A/C# 
     You have made us whole 
D 
     You have healed our souls 
Em 
You have called us 
D/F# 
     We have been renewed  
G 
     By our hope in You 
[16th note build] 
D/A 
     By Your precious blood 
[dmd, measure of 6/4, flam on ‘6’] 
A 
You transform us 

[Chorus 3; all in on ‘1’, hi hat groove] 
D           A 
God we want to be like You  
    Bm       G 
Change the old for new, be our sole pursuit  
D/F#                 A 
God we want to know Your heart  
         F#/Bb   Bm                G    Gm/Bb  
Show us who You       are, we want to be like You 

[Outro; all in] 
| D | A | Bm | G | 
| D/A | A | D/F# | G | 

D [Diamond]


